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Abstract - Massive MIMO aims to build wireless base
stations with hundreds of coherently operating antennas
serving tens of single antenna users in order to improve
the capacity by a factor of 10-50 and the energy-efficiency
trade-off by up to a thousand times. One-bit quantized
precoding has been proposed to efficiently handle the RF
front-end when the array is implemented with so many
antennas. In this paper, we modify signal dynamic range
reduction techniques such as active constellation extension
(ACE) to perform symbol vector perturbation prior to the
one-bit quantization. The resulting one-bit quantization of
the perturbed vector provides a non-linear precoding with
low complexity. Our simulations show that the proposed
vector precoding outperforms both one-bit quantized Zero-
Forcing and the much more complex vector perturbation
precoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive MIMO aims to build wireless base stations with
hundreds of coherently operating antennas serving tens of
single antenna users in order to improve the capacity by
a factor of 10-50 and the energy-efficiency trade-off by up
to a thousand times [1], [2]. However, the resulting power
consumption and hardware costs increase with the number of
antennas [3]. A fundamental question is how to handle the RF
front-end with so many antennas. The answer will determine
whether it is feasible to build high-end multi-user massive
MIMO base stations using low-cost RF devices. We believe
that the dirty-RF paradigm (see for instance [4]) will help
the design of waveforms and signal processing algorithms to
simplify the RF front-end implementation. We focus on an
approach that has gained attention recently, namely constant
envelope signals using one-bit quantization on the in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) dimensions that maximize the power
amplifier efficiency, eliminate the adaptive gain controller and
minimize the power consumed by analog-to-digital conversion
(ADC) and digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) [5].

Direct nonlinear designs that take the one-bit constraint into
account when designing the transmit signal vector have been
shown to perform very well [6]–[8], but their complexity is
high and may not be suitable for real implementations. On
the other hand, a very simple approach is to quantize the
output of a standard linear precoder [9], but it exhibits an error

floor at moderate to high SNRs. An improved version of the
technique employing vector perturbation has been proposed
in [10], but it still requires a greedy search of dimension
equal to the number of antennas, which is large in massive
MIMO applications. In this paper, we propose to revisit the
active constellation extension approach of [11] to reduce the
signal dynamic range before quantization. This method has
the advantage of operating on the symbols prior to the linear
precoding, which is only of dimension equal to the number of
users, typically an order of magnitude smaller than the number
of antennas.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
one-bit downlink model, and Section III presents existing one-
bit quantized precoding techniques. In Section IV, we propose
the generalization of ACE for vector perturbation and show the
results of simulations that indicate its excllent performance. In
what follows, uppercase boldface letters, A, indicate a matrix,
with [A]kl and akl interchangeably denoting the element at the
kth row and lth column. Lower boldface letters, a, indicate a
column vector, with ak denoting the kth element of the column
vector. The symbols (.)∗, (.)T and (.)H denote the complex
conjugate, matrix transpose and the transpose-conjugate of the
argument respectively.

II. ONE-BIT DOWNLINK SYSTEM MODEL

A. Mathematical Notation and Assumptions

We assume a flat-fading downlink scenario in which an M -
antenna BS is attempting to send QPSK symbols sk to k =
1, · · · ,K single-antenna users. The BS transmits an M × 1
vector

√
ρx, where

√
ρ is a fixed gain and the elements of x

are constrained to be equal to ±1± j, i.e., one-bit in the I-Q
components of the signal at the BS.

Let rk = hkx+nk be the signal received by user k where hk
represents the 1×M channel to user k. We write the received
signals from all users in a single vector r = [r1 · · · rK ]T so
that the overall system model becomes

r =
√
ρHx + n , (1)

where the K × 1 vector n represents a vector of independent
Gaussian noise terms of variance σ2

n at each user, and H is
the K ×M matrix with kth row hk. We will assume that the
channel H is known at the BS.
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Fig. 1: System Model

For the downlink, the BS designs the precoded vector x
such that the single antenna user k correctly detects the QPSK
symbol sk from rk without supplementary processing. We
denote s = [s1 · · · sK ]T and S = {1+j, 1−j,−1+j,−1−j}
as the set of QPSK constellation points. We assume that
ρ = ρ0

M , where ρ0 is defined to be the transmit SNR.

III. ONE-BIT DOWNLINK PRECODING

A. One-bit Quantized Linear Precoding

The simplest one-bit vector precoder consists of the output
of a standard linear precoder quantized by one-bit DACs prior
to transmission. In particular, assuming a linear precoding
matrix P, the transmitted signal is x = Q(Ps), where the
one-bit quantization operation is defined as

Q(x) = sign(<(x)) + j.sign(=(x)), (2)

with <(·) representing the real part, =(·) the imaginary part,
and sign(·) the sign of their arguments.

The most commonly used precoder is the Zero-Forcing
(ZF) precoder where P = H†(HH†)−1 and xZF denotes
the one-bit quantized ZF precoded vector. The work of [9]
provides an asymptotic analysis of its performance. It provided
a good approximation of the BER under the hypotheses that
M � K � 1 and H = ΣH̃ is a K × M , full row-rank
matrix where H̃ is composed of zero-mean, unit-variance i.i.d.
Gaussian elements, and Σ is a diagonal matrix of path gains
for the different users. For high SNR and equal path gains, [9]
derived the high SNR error floor to be

Pe ≈ 2Q

(√
2
π

1− 2
π

(
M

K
− 1)

)
(3)

illustrating how the error rate decreases with the ratio M
K .

The noise-free received vector, Hx, is shown to become
propotional to s with a scaling factor increasing with M

K , and
hence the multi-user interference vanishes in the asymptotic
regime. These theoretical values match very well with the
simulation results even for non-asymptotic values of K and
M . However, the performance of the one-bit quantized Zero-
Forcing precoder degrades, showing the need of improved
precoders for moderate to large values of K and M .

B. MSE Precoding

Assuming Gaussian noise, one might choose to implement
the maximum likelihood encoder, which attempts to solve the
minimum squared error (MSE) [12]

x = arg min
v∈SM

||αs−Hv||2 , (4)

for some value α. In general, (4) requires on exhaustive search
of order O(4M ), which is prohibitively expensive even for
relatively small values of M , let alone in the massive MIMO
case. In [6], a method based on semi-definite relaxation is
proposed as an approximate solution.

However, minimizing (4) does not minimize the bit error
rate (BER), an observation that has been exploited in the
development of precoders based on the idea of “constructive
interference” [13]–[15]. For the case where the elements of the
desired vector s are themselves drawn from a QPSK alphabet,
the ML encoder over-constrains the problem by attempting to
force Hx to be close to s, when in fact all that is necessary is
that its elements lie within the correct decision regions so that
the users can properly decode them as the desired constellation
points sk. The noise-free components of Hx can in principle
be far away from s and still be decoded correctly; in fact,
often the farther Hx is away from s in the correct region, the
farther the received signal is from the decision boundaries and
hence the more resilient to noise. This idea has been applied
to the problem of one-bit precoding for the massive MIMO
downlink in [8] and shown to provide excellent results, albeit
with a relatively high computational cost.

C. Greedy Vector Pertubation Precoding

Our recent paper [10] proposed to perturb the quantized ZF
transmit vector xZF in order to reduce the metric used in
the above constructive interference work, which corresponds
to minimizing the BER for the worst-case user. This vector
perturbation method is performed either directly on the size-M
vector xZF or on the size-K symbol vector s, yielding similar
performance. The method that performs the perturbation the
length M vector generally outperforms the other approach,
but requires greater computation in massive MIMO scenarios
since M is much larger than K. The motivation for the method
proposed in this paper is to find a low-complexity perturbation
method with improved performance that works in the K-
dimensional space of the signals.

IV. ACE FOR VECTOR PERTURBATION

Vector symbol perturbation has been proposed for OFDM
systems in a systematic way in order to perform signal dynamic
range reduction in [11]. This method is referred to as Active
Constellation Extension (ACE). In what follows, we show how
this method may be modified in order to address the one-
bit precoding problem described above. Interestingly, we find
that the adaptive update to the signals for the one-bit problem
should in fact be the opposite of that used in [11].
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Fig. 2: Region of interest of QPSK, F(s).

A. Generalized ACE

In OFDM, the transmitter side performs an inverse DFT
to process the symbol vector before transmission. It can be
viewed as a square precoder with Pm,k = 1√

M
e2πjmk/M .

The DFT performed at the receiver can be viewed as an
operation similar multiplication by the channel matrix H in our
application. Generalizing ACE to a non-square linear precoder
P instead of the inverse DFT, we propose to find ε so that:

ε = arg min
ε∈F(s)

max
n
|(Ps)n +

K∑
k=1

Pn,kεk|2 (5)

where the region of interest F(s) is defined in gray in Figure 2.
The motivation for this approach is an attempt to eliminate the
amplitude variation in the transmit vector x prior to application
of the one-bit quantization.

The proposed method operates as follows. Given an initial
estimate of the unquantized transmit vector x (e.g., from the ZF
precoder), we project the elements of x onto the circle in the
complex plane of radius a, and then multiply the result by the
channel H. We then project the resulting perturbation ε to the
received symbols, and project it onto the set F(s), effectively
eliminating any perturbations that decrease the distance of the
worst-case user to the decision boundaries of the received
symbols. We alternate between these two projections for a
fixed number of iterations Tmax. At that point the one-bit
quantization is applied to the result in order to obtain the
transmit vector. The details of the algorithm are outlined below.

1) initialization: x(0) = xZF = Ps
2) at iteration m:

(a) Projection on radius a sphere, the clipped-off signal:

◦ e
(m)
n =

 x
(m)
n

(
a

|x(m)
n |
− 1

)
when |x(m)

n | > a

0 otherwise
(b) Projection on the region of interest F(s):
◦ ε̃(m) = He(m)

◦ R(ε(m)
k ) = R(ε̃(m)

k )1[0,∞[

(
sign(R(sk)R(ε̃(m)

k ))
)

and I(ε(m)
k ) = I(ε̃(m)

k )1[0,∞[

(
sign(I(sk)I(ε̃(m)

k ))
)

,
for k = 1, ...,K

(c) x(m+1) = x(0) +Pε(m)

3) repeat 2) while m < Tmax

4) finally x = Q(x(0) +Pε(m))

Fig. 3: Average SER vs. SNR, K = 16, M = 128, average
over 50000 realizations of i.i.d channel and noise.

Unexpectedly, simulations based on this approach showed
no improvement with respect to one-bit quantized ZF. This
led us to investigate the “Anti-ACE” method described next.

B. Anti-ACE

We discovered that when changing the sign of the clipped-
off signal e to its opposite in 2)(a):

e(m)
n = −x(m)

n

(
a

|x(m)
n |

− 1

)
when |x(m)

n | > a, (6)

the “anti-ACE” precoder outperforms the one-bit quantized ZF
precoder, as shown in Figure 3. In effect, instead of reducing
the amplitude variation in the elements of the vector prior to
the one-bit quantization, this amplifies the difference between
the large and small elements.

We try to understand this behavior by observing the symbol
constellation sk + ε

(m)
k (before precoding and quantization) as

the number of iterations increase, as shown in Fig. 4. Firstly,
we observe that the amplitude of ε(m) increases with the
number of iterations, i.e. there is no convergence. Secondly,
the phases seem to align in order to create constructive
interference. A further refinement of the algorithm is presented
next.

C. Anti-ACE Box Constraint

In Fig. 3, we note that in spite of an improved performance
for low to intermediate SNR, the ”anti-ACE” precoder still
shows an error floor for high SNR. This error floor may be
due to the fact that in our precoding scheme, we do not want
to influence the dynamic range of the modulus of x as in [11],
but rather its real and imaginary parts. Therefore, we propose
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Fig. 4: Constellation sk + ε
(m)
k as iterations increase.

to modify (5) as follows:

ε = arg min
ε

max
n

max(
|R((Ps)n +

K∑
k=1

Pn,kεk)|2, |I((Ps)n +
K∑
k=1

Pn,kεk)|2
)
(7)

This results in changing the projection on a sphere as above,
into a projection onto a box. This changes Step 2)(a) of the
algorithm as:

e(m)
n =



x
(m)
n − a(

R(x(m)
n )

√
2|R(x

(m)
n )|

+ j
I(x(m)

n )
√
2|I(x(m)

n )|
)

when |R(x
(m)
n )| > a , |I(x

(m)
n )| > a

jI(x
(m)
n )− ja I(x(m)

n )
√
2|I(x(m)

n )|

when |R(x
(m)
n )| 6 a , |I(x

(m)
n )| > a

R(x
(m)
n )− a R(x(m)

n )
√
2|R(x

(m)
n )|

when |R(x
(m)
n )| > a , |I(x

(m)
n )| 6 a

0, otherwise.

(8)

We refer to the resulting algorithm as “anti-ACE box.” In
Fig. 5, we plot its performance together with that of the
previously described algorithms. We observe that the error
floor has disappeared, at least for the chosen range of SNR
values. Also, more surprisingly, the anti-ACE box algorithm
outperforms the greedy vector symbol perturbation method
of [10] (Perturbed QZF) that operates directly on the M -
dimensional transmit vector. The performance of the anti-ACE
box approach is within about 2-3 dB of the unquantized ZF
precoder, which is similar to the performance obtained by the
more computationally complex algorithms referenced earlier.
This performance is achieved with a significantly reduced
computational cost.

The simulations of Fig. 5 were obtained using the best
choice for the sphere radius and half box side length, a. Fig.
6 shows that the value of a must be carefully chosen for

Fig. 5: Average SER vs. SNR, K = 16, M = 128, average
over 50000 realizations of i.i.d channel and noise.

Fig. 6: Average SER vs. projection threshold a, K = 16, M =
128, for SNR= 8dB, average over 50000 realizations of i.i.d
channel and noise.

both anti-ACE and anti-ACE box in order to achieve the best
possible performance. This is a key facet of the algorithm that
requires further study.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new algorithm for one-bit precoding
based on the ACE algorithm for multi-user massive MIMO.
The algorithm has reduced computational complexity com-
pared with other direct design methods based on MSE or
BER reduction via constructive interference, but nonetheless
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achieves similar performance. While based on ACE, the pro-
posed algorithm actually uses an update with a sign change that
actually enforces rather than minimizes the amplitude variation
across the transmit vector prior to the one-bit quantization.
Surprisingly, this effect appears to enhance the constructive
interference effect once the one-bit quantization is applied.
The method is somewhat sensitive to the type of constraint
used, an observation that requires further study for a complete
understanding.
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